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Design of a Neutron Penumbral-Aperture Microscope
with 10-ktm Resolution

D. Ress, R. A. Lerche, R. J. Ellis, S. M. Lane

La_'rence Livermore National Laborato_,
P. O. Box 808

Livermore, CA 94550

Abstract

We are currently' designing a 10-I.tmresolution neutron penumbral-aperture microscope to

diagnose high-convergence targets at the Nova laser facility. To achieve such high resolution,

the new microscope will require substantial improvements in three areas. First, we have

designed thick penumbral apertures with extremely sharp cutoffs over a useful (=100 _m) field

of view; fabrication of such apertures appears feasible using gold electroplating techniques.

Second, the limited field of view and required close proximity of the aperture to the target (2 cre)

necessitates a durable mounting and alignment system with +_25I.tmacct_racy. Finally,, a neutron

detector containing 160,000 scintillator elements is required; readout and optimization of this

large array are outstanding issues.



Introduction Thick.Aperture Design and Fabricalion

I_rlumbral-alx:rturc imaging is a ctx_ed-apcxture imaging High-r_solution penumbral ima_ing of weak r,ource.s of

U_llnique thai hax tri'cn applied to source_ of x-rays I , arid neu. pe_ne.Aratmgradiation requires _.n aperture with a particular set of

trons 2, Conceptual'lY, it is similar to pinhole imaging, with the charactea-is_cs. First, adequate contra.st requires u_ of an apcr-

es._ntial diffcrenoc that the aperture must be larger than the turc several mean-free paths thick, often a thickness of man)'

source. The image produ,::ed consists of a uniformly bright rc- ce.ntimeters, fT'he u3taJmean free path of 14-MEV neutrons in

gion surrounded by a partially-illuminated l_,a'_umbrathat en. gold is 3.4 cre, for example.) Note that the aperture mate.ria]

codes information about the spatial intensity distribution of the provides contrast by deflecting the neutrons, principally through

source. The coded image can be reconstructed through deczmvo- elastic scauering, into a solid angle that is very large compared

lution, to that subtended by the detector. Next, the aperture point-spread

We have begun work to extend neutron penumbral-aperture function ft'SF) must have a sufficiently sharp cutoff. In addi-

imaging down to two-point resolutions as small a.s 10 I..tm. t.ion, to obtain an image of a relatively weak source with an

Our efforts are preliminary, and here we report on progress made. acceptable signal-to-noise ratio requires thai the aperture be quite

to crate. Substantial progress has been made in the design and close to the source. Fistally, l:r..numbral imaging requires nu-

_i. fabrication of thick apertures for neutron penumbral-air.zmm tactical reconstruction of a coded image to obtain an estimate of

microscope (NPAM) applications. A novel form of clad- the source. The computational difficult), of the reconstruction is

scintillator array will be used as a detector; two schemes are vastly reduced through use of an isoplanatJc aperture and linear

under stud), to read out the required large array. T'hecomponents reconstruction techniq_s. Therefore, imaging system magnifi-

of the high-resolution NPAM must be ali_ to within cation must be _blv uniform across a useful field of vie_'

_5 I-U'nof the source; a scheme using the diffraction generated (FOV).

by a laser-illuminated disk is being studied. Imaging Simple conical apemares have unacceptable PSFs if the

performance of the pre_ent system design has been tested by vertex of the cone must be moved away from the source plane to

computer simulation with encouraging results. Fabrication of provide sufficient isoplanaticity across an ac.ceptablc FOV.

the improved Nq-'AM is plann_ to I_gin in the latter half of Better performance is available with apertures having a paraho[i,:."

1990 taper, but only ,,,,'henthe aperture can be placed sufficiently far

from the source. Our current design, the IRC taper, makes use



of an apcrture taper in which the radJu:, of curvature varies aW-_re Lsrequirt_ (1 mm dlametc.r) and the detectcx mu_l c_c_-,'

inver_ly with distance |rom lhc _ttt-ce plane..3 To achieve 10- neutrons with high efficiency. To obtain high (,_ 20 nk)

I.tm re_lution, we plan to use a 1-mm diam 6-cre thick gold counting efficiency, we will u_ an array of plasuc lO-c'm-lor,g

_cnure mounted with the front face 2 cm from the targeL sc'intillalot elements;sucharrays are now commercially avad.

Aperture fabrication involves three steps. First, mandrels able. 4 Each element of th,e array is clad to provide a toLal.

aJe ground to the desired aperture sha_ from a brass cylinder internal-reflection interface aJ_d paintt,d with an extra.mural a_

using a numerically-controlled precision lathe. Next, the man- sorber, resulting in good c_tical c_xmplingfrom end to end wJl)..

cb'el is st_.-aightenedand characterized. Finally, the mandrel is out optical cross talk between elements.

elecuoplated with gold to a diameter of 0.64 cre, and the brass Minimum system magnification is determined by the de-

remove.d from thegold by chemical etching. Initial attempLs to s_red resolution, As, and the scintillator-element si_,,e,zM, fror,.

fabricate an [RC-tapered apert_e have been encouraging. While the Nyquist theorem, M > 2A,,//A.s, For our high-resoluUon

the mandrels are being straightened, their diameter is measured as imaging it is desirable, therefore, to use the smallest element

a function of axial posidon with an accuracy _<+51am, see size possible; otherwise the detector must be made physically

Fig. 1. When four mandrels from a single batch are compared large and located _ great distance from the neutron source.

t

to the design specification, we see two systematic errors. A Previously we made use of elements with zM= 2 mm, a su'.e

_ Small "cut off" error at the large end of the aperture, and a mot, that minimizes the effects of recoil proton cross talk between

serious oscillation at the small end. The oscillation is probably elements. In our new design we plan to use elements with ztd _<

a transient associated with the start of the cut, and may be 1 mm. To limit mc._il-proton cross talk betwe.w_ elements, lh.

reduced by offsetting the machine programming, The problem elements will be bonded togethex with a thin (<100 _.rn) layer

should aLso be less severe in future designs that use larger, of an epoxy-based high.Z paint. E_r.perirnents to characterize

diameter apertures. Despite these exrcrs, the present fabrication small (8-cm square) sample arrays will begin in late 1990.

efforts are sufficient to achieve resolutions close to 10 lull. The present design for our high-resolution system calls for a

400 X 400 array of l-mm-diam scintillator elements, see

Detector Design
Fig. 2, to be operated at a magnification in the range 250--301

The sign.al-to-noise ratio advantage of penumbral imaging over
Two schemes have been pro_ for readout of the 160,000

pinhole imaging is obtained mainly from incre.ased solid angle.
elements in the array, In the first scheme, the array would be

To obtain an acceptable image from a weak source, a large
imagedby a very fast (/< 1)optic onto a small (4 cre)



mJcn_hann,cl.plate imagc.inlcnsifmr tube, and the amplified lm- To "alignthe apcnurc a stralght-hne referencz (SLR) Lsfir._

ag,,"recorded using film or a CCDcamera The optical imaging establLshedbelwe.enthe target i:x_ition and the det_tor. A dJ_

can be tairly coar._., needing only to resolve the l-mm detector is aligned al the I_rget position and illuminated with a colli.

elemenL,_, and mild geometric distcxti_ could Ix"removed com- mated la.set beam. Be.hind the disk and along the beam will be a

putationally, However, such an optic will have to be ,large Poisson line, a diffr'_uon pattern suitable fc_ precision align-

(>40-.cre diam), and protaably aspheri_l, and therefore very ex- merit, 5 The beam is adjusted tc) pul the Poisso_l line onto the

pensive. Anotlx:r option is to "proximity focus" the light emit- center of the detector, and a telescope ts aligne,d along tlm SLR

ted from the array onto an array of solid-state detectt'xs, We will Next, the disk is removed from chamber center and the apemure

begin evaluation of these arrays (which are a proprietary com- moved into piace. The aperture has a disk on its rear face thai

mercial product) m the near future, has been centered on the at:' :rture axis. When the aperture is ii.

luminated bythe previously adjusted laser beam, another

System Alignment
Poisson line is produce_, and the aperture translated until the

In the present design, the aperture must be mounted so that its
line is collinear with the SLR, Alignment is completed by

front face is 2 cm from the center of the Nova target chamber; to
pointing the ape_ure using auto-collimation, The telescope, al.

achieve a magnification of 280, the detector must be back
ready aligned to 'the SLR, simultaneously views and projects an

,_ approximately 17 m, A mountingand alignment system must
internalreticle, Theprojected imagereflectsfroma mirror

both position and point the thick aperture along an axis defined
mounted on the rear surface of the apertt_'e and prealigned to be

by the centers of the target chamber and neutron detector.
precisely perpendicular to the aFex'mm axis. The aperture

Alignment errors cau_ a translation of the _ image on the
pointing is then adjusted so that the reflected image is coincident

detector; the detector must therefore be _ oversize
with the reticle,

additional expense to comper,sate. Also, the coded aperture has a
The aperture mounting andalignment system is complicate.d

limited FOV, with reduced resoluti_ as the source region
by the mechanical en_,aronment within the Nova target chamber.

moves away from the aperture axis. For the aperture and
Roughly a icl of energy will be incident on the system each time

detector de.scribed above, it is necessary to achieve an alignment
Nova laser is fired, producing a large force impulse and mate.

accuracy of .<.±25 b£rnreferred to the _urve plane, Trm
rial ablation, In order to sup,'ive, the aperture and its precision.

following is an alignment scheme currently being &'veioped,
alignment mechanics must be protectezl by a blast shield. TI_,

entire system must also be.quite compact, as it is nominally



required to fil within a rene having a 9° hall angle, For Images arc decor,_olvedin the Fourie-rtra_l_(_n I:k_',.airl

example, to be posilioned 2 cm from chamfer center, thc wil/iaparametricWienerfil , [Alrr(1+

aperture and hlasi shield together must have a diameter _<6.3 Aref is tt_' warisfoml g anidealized pcnumbral-al_ur_ PSF, lhc

mm, rectangle function _.p.'Dj, with a diameter D equal to thai of the

IRC on-axis PSF. TI_ filter suppres_s spatial t'requenciesclose

Simulaled Syslem Performance
tOthe ze.roes of An:f, but lhc parameter J: is kept small

Simulation of code.d-image formation requires several sw,ps,
(2 x 10-4) to avoid blurring the recotistructiorl.

First, PSFs are generated for source points at various radial
The IRC aperture can provide lO-txm re.solution across a

displacem enksfrom the aperture axis, When the PSFs are
150-t.un-diam FOV; Performance is excellent clo_ to the axis;

deconvolved with a reference ftmction, we find acceptable
for displacements _<4(,t.t.rnthe full width at half maximum

resolution and isoplanaticity across a 150-I.u'nFOV, 3 To
(FWM) resolution ts <__5t.tm. At the edge of the useful FOV,

generam a simulated coded image, a hypothetical source dLstribu-
a displacement of 75 u;n, the resolution deteriorates to 10 lain.

tion is supt:rpositioned with the spatially-variant PSFs, and
Magnificaticm variauor._, a measure of the isoplanaticity, are

noise added based upon a specified neutron yield. _nvoludon <6% across the FOV.

of the simulated coded images confirms satisfactory imaging of
Simulated cbaed t;_ges were generated for two hylx:xt_tical

small circular and elliptical _ce regions, two.-dimensiotml G_ source distributions: circular with a

To generate a PSF, a large set of rays are traced from the
FWHM diameter of 1" tam yielding 1011 neutrons; and ellipti.

source point to the detector plane. The tr_e calculates the
cal, 8 x 15 I.trn, yielding 5 x 10 !° neutrons; see Fig. 3. The

amount of material intersected, and simple exponential auenu-
deconvolution ixu'amee_ k was adjusted to optirnize the inaage

ation using the total neutron mean free path determines the
resolution versus sigr_-to-noise ratio (SNR), The circular

transrrussion of each ra)'. This model assumes thai ali .scattering
Source was imaged at a resolution of 12 _rn; an easexnble of

events within the aperture result in particle loss; actually, the
such images gives an a_emge FWHM of 19 t.un with a peak

neutrons are largely scattered into some solid angle. In our ge- SNR of 13, The smali._r, weaker elliptical source wa,s best im-

ometry, the average scattering solid angle is much larger than
aged at a resolution of 9 tun; an ensemble average gives dimen-

that occupied by the _etector, so that very few of the scauered
sions of 12 x 18 Ixm _,ath a SNR of 8.

neutrons (<0,4%) ,.., the detector,
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We have a tentauvc design for a NPAM providing two-tx)int
bbtt'_nAltgrvne,'_R_t,m'rr._),.c.em,_¢,x [zrem_t_,_,eb_,xr_l L_tary,

resolutions as small a.s 10 lain for target._ yielding _<10II

neutron_,;,The IRC thick-aperture design hasbeenanalyz,ed

compumtionally, andprovides the ncces._r3're_lution acrossa

sufficient FOV; initial fabricaUon results areencouraging, A

lO-cre long array of 400 x 400 l.mm-diam clad scintillators

will be u_l as adetector; recoil-proton cross talk between

elements will be eliminated with a high-Z bonding paint, The

light produced by the array will beread c_uteither by optical

coupling and inlznsification, or by proximity-focused solid-statc

arrays, System alignment requires translating andpoinUng the

/" thick aperture to within +_25lain of the target, and will make

use of Poisson-line diffracuon patterns. The imaging of small

_, test sources has been simulated computationally; the t_sults

demonstrate acceptable resolution and SNR,

This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S,

' DOE by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under

Contract No, W.7405-ENG-48.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1, Re.centeflOrl.sto fabi'icate the IJ_ickIRC alxzrtarr are encouraging.

Fig, 2, _ detector v,ill be a400 _,:400 array of clad .scintillatorclcmenL_,

Fig, 3, Simulations of penumbral-ape_ure imaging ._,_,, satisfactory

performance with small, weak test sources, The contours indicate 20, 40, 60,

and 80 percent of the peak intensity,
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